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How to Get to POSTECH 
 
 

  
 
The fastest way to reach Pohang is to take an airplane from Gimpo(Seoul) airport (Option 2), but 
you have to note that the flights to Pohang airport are often canceled depending on the weather. 
You can take a limousine bus direct to Gyeongju/Pohang (Option 1). Since High-speed rail does 
not currently serve Gyeongju, it will take much time to get to Pohang by train.Whatever you want 
to take, you should ride a limousine bus to get out from Incheon international airport. 
 

From Incheon International Airport                                    
 
1. Buy a Limousine bus ticket for either Gyeongju/Pohang. Bus ticketing offices are located just 
outside of the arrival lounge (Exit 4, 6, 7, 8, 11, 13 or 9C). 
 
2. Once you arrive at the Pohang intercity bus terminal, board the local bus #105 and get off at 

POSTECH (15 minutes, \1000). If you take a taxi from the Pohang intercity bus terminal to 

POSTECH, it takes 10 minutes and costs \ 4,000~5,000. 

 
* For detailed information on Limousine and bus stops at the Incheon International Airport, visit 
IIAC web site (http://www.airport.kr/airport/traffic/bus/busList.iia?flag=E). 
 
 

From Gimpo (Seoul) Airport                                          
 
1. If arriving at the Gimpo Airport by Limousine bus from Incheon international airport (refer the a
bove limousine bus time table), you can take a flight. There are 6 flights a day from Gimpo (Seou
l) to Pohang.  
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2. Once you arrive at the Pohang airport, board the local bus #200, transfer the bus to #105 at 
the Pohang intercity bus terminal and get off at POSTECH. If you take a taxi from the Pohang 

airport to POSTECH, it takes 30 minutes and costs \ 10,000~12,000. 

 
 

From Gimhae (Busan) International Airport                             
 
1. From the Gimhae (Busan) international airport to Pohang, take a limousine bus for 

Gyeongju/Pohang (2 hours, \ 11,000).  

For detailed information, visit Gimhae International Airport . 
(http://www.airport.co.kr/doc/gimhae_eng/info/RE03010101.jsp) 

 
2. Once you arrive at the Pohang intercity bus terminal, board the local bus #105 and get off at P

OSTECH (15 minutes, \ 1000). If you take a taxi from the Pohang intercity bus terminal to POS

TECH, it takes 10 minutes and costs \ 4,000~5,000. However, taxis from the Gimhae (Busan) i

nternational airport cost approximately \ 100,000 (travel time: less than 2 hours). 

http://www.airport.co.kr/doc/gimhae_eng/info/RE03010101.jsp

